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ON THE COVER-A 1942 Harley Davidson WLA owned by MTA
Member Phil Suttile.. (Picture courtesy of Dave Ahl).

MTA 2007 Officers and Staff
President……………….. Fred Schlesinger, 973-228-7257
Vice President…………...…John Sobotka, 973-398-3692
Recording Secretary………..…Bob Rooke, 973-605-8151
Corresponding Secretary….……Dave Ahl, 973-285-0716
Treasurer……………….…Ginnie McDevitt, 845-987-7896
Parade/Events Coord.……..Peter Schindo, 201-444-3198
Newsletter/Membership……Dave Steinert, 973-347-9091
Web Master………………George Wagner, 973-927-7616
2007 Sussex Show Info……Ed Marchese, 973-779-6283
NOTICE: The May 2007 MTA monthly meeting will be held on
Monday, May 14th at the Whippany American Legion Post,
Legion Place, Whippany, NJ. Refreshments at 7:00 PM, meeting
begins at 8:00 PM.

Meeting Minutes of the April 9th, 2007
Military Transport Association
There were 36 of us present at tonight’s meeting at the
Whippany American Legion Hall. Good to see so many new
members turning out for our monthly meetings. President
Fred Schlesinger started the meeting at 8:00 PM with the
Flag Salute. There was a moment of silence for all our troops
abroad who are in harms way. The minutes from last months
meeting were approved.
Treasurer’s Report:-Jack McDevitt presented the
Treasurer’s Report: Operating Balance: $9,783 Show
Balance: $11,077.
Note: Your regularly scheduled secretary Bob Rooke was
AWOL this evening...being high-jacked again by David
Steinert, I was told if I didn’t take the minutes again I wouldn’t
get a ride home.
2007 MTA Swap Meet: Ed Marchese reports that vendor
sales are excellent and almost all indoor spaces are sold out.
John Sobotka reports that he was able to secure the
Franklin Auto Mall to buy one of the outdoor pavilions for
$500 and Randy Emr has advised that the Civil Air Patrol will
again support us with parking assistance.
We have had excellent newspaper and press coverage of
the show. A member sign-up sheet sign was passed around.
We need volunteers for many important posts at the show.
John Sobotka advises that he will fly a show banner from
his locomotive the week before the show.
Newsletter and Membership: Dave Steinert thanked John
Dwyer and Harold Ratzburg for their articles in the last
issue. Dave reports that dues not paid by the end of April will
result in those members being deleted from our club roster.
Adoptee Report: Fred Schlesinger noted that Gary Schultz
received donations for 20 cases of Girl Scout Cookies to the
MTA which Gary shipped out to those troops on our adoptee
list. (Note: John Dwyer reports that he has already received
several thank you notes from the troops for the cases of
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cookies). Fred advised that our adoptee bank account is
getting low.
Railroad Operating Battalion Report:
John Sobotka
reports that the Whippany Train Museum will be hosting our
MTA locomotive at their open house and show event again.
This year’s show is scheduled for July 8th. This is always a fun
event and we hope many of our members can come with their
military vehicles and take a ride on the club’s Plymouth
Locomotive!
John also reminds us that the MTA has access to a
donated baggage car for club storage use. The storage car is
located in Rockaway and will be used to store all of our
various club show signs and equipment.
Parades and Events Report: Peter Schindo has prepared
a very nice book that has all the sign-up sheets for the
various parades we have been invited to in 2007. The book is
passed around at the meeting and we hope members will
help support the MTA by attending as many parades as you
can. Pete also reports that the events section of the web site
is up to date.
Pete mentioned that he has his gas operated .50 Cal
working on his jeep and was thinking of a re-enactment shoot
down of an attacking remote model plan at one of our
upcoming parades. We are told the model plan isn’t going to
be shooting back will it?
Movie Shoot: Contact Jack McDevitt for information or post
questions to the MTA Email list.
Web Site: No Report
New Business: Jack McDevitt read a letter we received
from the NJ Air Museum thanking us for money they received
from the donation of their deuce for movie use.
We were also told that the Doyle Cemetery in Wrightstown
NJ is looking for people to donate time as honor guards to
pay taps for veteran’s burials.
New Member: Ed Bubnick has joined the MTA. Ed hales from
Boonton, NJ. Ed doesn’t have a vehicle yet, but hopefully that
will change soon. Welcome Ed!
Meeting was adjourned at 9:10PM.
Submitted by Gary Schultz

Letters From Our Adoptees
Submitted by John Dwyer
From 1LT Leah Mock, 10th Mountain Division:
”I just received a box from the Military Transport Associationwhat a great surprise! Thank you so much for the support,
my Soldiers and I appreciate your thoughtfulness!! The
snacks will surely tie up over for a while! Do you know who
gave you my name for this package? I would like to send
them a thank you as well. Once again, thank you for your
past service and what you are doing now to support the
fight!”
v/r,
1LT Mock
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From 1LT Kristi Richardson, 10th Mountain Division:
” I received a great box from you filled with goodies. I left
it out in the company CP and it was quickly gone. If you get
the chance to send any more boxes I have about 50 Soldiers
out at a different FOB. You could send the package in care of
1LT Leah Mock, A Co 710BSB, 3rd BDE, JAF, APO AE
09354. Thank you so much for taking your time to put
together packages for us, and thank you for thinking of us”.
V/R,

refreshing spirit of cooperation within the MTA to pitch in and
help out. The show was a success by any measure, but
primarily because of the hard work and long hours donated by
many members of the MTA who generously helped make the
show attractive to the vendors and public.

1LT Kristie Richardson

From Capt Steve Shultze, USMC :“I received your package
yesterday. Thank you very much. The Marines and I continue
to enjoy the contents. They asked me to thank you as well.
From the entire MNF-W G4, THANK YOU! Have good day
Sir.” Respectfully Submitted,
Capt Steve Schultze
From Dan Muchmore in Iraq:”I hope this letter finds you all
well. Thank you for the package that you sent to me. It got
here fine and in good shape and was enjoyed by all here. Al
Assad is a large Air Base and it is going to grow with more
people on the way. We are now putting up LSA's (logistical
support areas), real hootches, and another storage lake for
water. It is still nice here right now, no sand storms, vermin, or
too hot, but this will change soon. The MTA Show must be
soon or already happening, I hope it goes well.”
Well, so long for now. Thank you again. Your friend, Dan
From SPC Wendy Moy, 82nd Airborne Division,
Afghanistan: “My name is Wendy Moy and I am in the US
Army. I work in Army Aviation as a 15D helicopter power train
mechanic. I have been in the army four and one-half years
and I love it. The Army has taught me a lot of discipline.
Joining the Army is a decision I will never regret.”
“I want to thank you and the MTA for your support. I
received the box of goodies you sent. It is really appreciated.
My platoon enjoyed the snacks and I also donated half of it to
the SPC Pat Tilman USO Center here at Bagram Air Base. I
really look forward to coming home, but I know time will pass
fast with support from folks like you. Thank you for your
support from the bottom of my heart. Please find the enclosed
CD. The CD contains photos I have taken at Bagram Air Base
and surrounding areas. I 'm glad to share these with you
because people should be able to see the job we do down
here. Enjoy the photos!

The public likes the MTA Show because of the displays,
numerous militaria dealers, presentations, jeep rides, and, of
course, MTA hot dogs. In contrast, most military vehicle
shows I attend are geared for the vehicle hobbyist - the guys
and gals looking for parts or accessories. The MTA’s primary
focus has always been the general public, and they
responded in big numbers this year.

Thank you for your support. PS: I would love to see photos of
your next event! Your group sounds like it does a great job at
restoring vehicles.”
Best wishes always.

Wendy Moy

What is it with the MTA and Weather??
By John Dwyer
We should consider hiring ourselves out to droughtstricken areas – with our ability to attract rain, we would solve
their problems in short order.
Nor’easter aside, the MTA Show was GREAT!! Ideal
facility, excellent amenities, nice people to work with, and a
MTA of NJ Newsletter
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Our membership provided a good selection of vehicles for
the viewing public. From WWII: A gaggle of WWII MB’s and
GPW’s (jeeps), two ammo handcarts, an M29 amphibious
‘Weasel,’ a GMC Jimmy 2.5 ton, a 37mm anti-tank gun, a ’42
Harley WLA motorcycle, an M8 Armored Car, and a 1940
Plymouth staff car. From the Korean War period: a few
M38A1’s, a couple of M37’s, and an M38. From the Vietnam
May 2007

and Cold War Era: a pair of M151’s, a plethora of deuce and
a half’s, a couple of mules, a rolling shop van, and a Kaiser 1
¼ ton. From the modern era: a bunch of M1009 CUCV’s, and
a pair of Humvees. It was a nice turnout considering the
predicted weather.

For our 35th Anniversary the show featured “MV Tech
2007” presentations on ‘buying a military vehicle,’ ‘restoring a
military vehicle,’ ‘history of the military jeep,’ and ‘history of
the military motorcycle.’ The grandstands had an audience for
every one of the talks. There was a walking tour offered to
explain what the various vehicles were, and how they
supported the military of their time period. Rides were
generously offered by Tom McHugh in his M38A1 and by
Randy Emr on his Mule. Jack Pellington had made great
signs – like you see in MASH – pointing to cities far away
from “Camp MTA.” The public ate it up!
Speaking of eating, Al Mellini and his crew did yeoman
work in the kitchen trying to keep up with the demand for hot
dogs and other snacks. Al and his crew had to take a Sussex
County College course to become certified food handlers for
the show – talk about dedication! Last report 800 hot dogs
were sold! Boy, that’s a lot of snouts and beaks to eat!
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The public could also see how WWII GI’s coped with food,
the weather, and Army life in two displays outside the exhibit
hall. Reenactors from the 45th Infantry Division set up a
display and demonstrated the daily life of the soldier in 1944.
You could see weapons, uniforms, rations, and the personal
gear carried by the typical foot soldier in WWII. I had a display
of a battalion aid station in a tent along with my medical
evacuation jeep and a collection of helmets, clothing, web
gear and demil weapons that kids to try on and see how they
would look as a soldier. Private Schmutz, T/3 Schmergel, and
their two chickens assisted with the display (Those are the
mannequins I share my jeeps with).

Comments from the vendors indicated they had a great
show – one wrote and said “Don’t change a thing – it is
perfect!” From the armloads leaving with the public I would
say the vendors did pretty well.
Friday night had been cold. Those vendors and MTA
members who were sleeping in tents spent a frigid 28 degree
night. Saturday brought warm sunshine and beautiful
conditions. Saturday night the predictions of terrible weather
caused an exodus of vendors, vehicles, and exhibits. By 10
PM almost all of the vehicles and 70% of the vendors had
packed up and departed. Just after midnight the rain started.
It was “cow-pissin-on-a-flat-rock” kind of downpour. About an
inch an hour fell and essentially doomed Sunday to be a
soggy look-at-one-another day. Those hearty vendors who
remained, did a little business, as well as some trading with
the other hearty vendors. Visitors numbered in the tens rather
than the thousands.
By 2PM everyone was packing and by 4:30 we put the
lights out and locked the doors. It really was a great show
regardless of the Nor’easter. Sunday will go down in the
history books in New Jersey with some of the worst flooding
in years, but most of us will remember this weekend for the
great, great MTA show at the Sussex County Fairgrounds!
Thanks to all who organized this and made it possible for the
MTA members to show off their stuff!
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Bigger and Better
By David H. Ahl
Sandwiched between two weeks of miserable cold, damp
weather and the second heaviest rainstorm since the US
Weather Service kept records was a single sunny day,
Saturday, April 14, the day of the Military Vehicle Show
sponsored by the Military Transport Association (MTA). The
show was a big deal this year as it was the 35th anniversary of
the MTA, the show had outgrown the Dover and Riverdale
Armories where it had been previously held, and the MTA
was taking a big leap of faith that people would come 25
miles further north to the Sussex County Fairgrounds, a
venue far from any major highways. But come they did. More
than 100 vendors filled up 250 indoor, covered pavilion, and
outdoor spaces. The Franklin Sussex Auto Mart took an
entire pavilion to show off the new line of Jeeps. Fifty some
odd exhibitors brought their military vehicles to display. And
thousands of spectators piled in from dawn to dusk.
After attending military vehicle shows for nearly 20 years,
they start to all look the same. Yes, I remember the show in
Reno, Nevada where the wind-whipped sand threatened to
sandblast the paint off every vehicle, and the show four years
ago at Aberdeen, Maryland where only the deuce-and-a-half
trucks were able to run in the 18-inch deep mud and had to
drag everyone else out after a day of torrential rain, and the
show in Weare, New Hampshire that ran “destructive” trail
rides all day long. But most of the other 80 shows are just a
big blur.
The April MTA Show
won’t join that blur. This
was the first show that
Ed Marchese ever ran.
So he didn’t have any
baggage and he didn’t
know what “couldn’t” be
done. He decided to
have
a
technical
symposium with topics
like “Buying a Military
Vehicle,” “Restoring an
MV,” “History of the Military Motorcycle,” and so on, and then
conned members of the MTA (like me) to actually give the
presentations. He optimistically scheduled these in a pavilion
with a large grandstand and while my first presentation at
10:00 a.m. was sparsely attended, my presentation on the
History of the Military Jeep drew a modest crowd. The
pavilion was a perfect setting for these presentations as there
was plenty of floor space to display appropriate vehicles and,
in my talk on Jeeps, I could point out the differences between
a Willys MB and Ford GPW, and show the progression to the
M38, M38A1, and M151. But unfortunately, no Bantams or
the scarcer models like the Willys CJ V35/U, CJ3B (M606), or
M170.
John Sobotka and Don Covart gave a terrific
presentation on restoring a military vehicle and Phil Suttile
and John Illenye talked about the history of the military
motorcycle. John Illenye is one of the few World War I vehicle
enthusiasts around and just finished restoring a 1917
Triumph, which he had on display complete with tool kit and
everything else that was carried on the bike. At his home,
John has transformed his garage into a replica of a vintage
MTA of NJ Newsletter
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garage from 1918 complete with tools, spares, lubes, etc., which
is where he does all his work.
Speaking of unusual vehicles, Raymond Rigaud displayed
his completely restored 1944 Clark CA-1 Airborne Bulldozer. Its
Waukesha gasoline engine produces 20 hp that drives rear
sprockets via a 4-speed forward/reverse gearbox. Overall, it is
just over 9 feet long and 5 feet wide. Although light for a
bulldozer, at 4,195 pounds dry, it had to be air transported by a
C47 cargo plane. With the bulldozer, Ray had a 1943 LaPlant
Choate CAB-1 hydraulic pan airborne road scraper with a
capacity of 1-1/2 cubic yards.

Another unusual vehicle was a 1957 M46 with a Couse
Shop Set #2 driven to the show by John Tennis from
Johnstown, New York. The M46 was a 2-1/2-ton 190-inch
chassis built by Reo in the early 1950s onto which were
placed numerous types of van bodies and boxes. Couse
Laboratories based in Newark, New Jersey made a number
of different custom shop van bodies including ones for gas
and electric arc welding, machine shop work, aircraft engine
maintenance, and heavy equipment repair. Couse built of a
total of 1,297 shops of all kinds, many of which were used in
building the Burma Road. Very few of these shop sets made it
back to the U.S., and so it was a real treat to see a complete
Couse machine ship with lathe, grinder, bandsaw, drill press,
and scores of other hand and power tools.
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Gary Schultz brought his restored 1944 M6A1 Hand Cart
(towed behind his Jeep!) that was designed by the John
Wood Manufacturing Company to carry an 81mm mortar, M1.
The mortar weighs 136 pounds, each shell weighs 11 pounds
and the cart weighs 71 pounds, so pulling it with a Jeep
instead of two men makes a lot of sense.
Brian Heuschkel of Mt. Laurel, New Jersey brought his
nicely restored Unimog 416 and I had the pleasure of
awarding Brian a certificate for first place in the motor pool
ready class. This tough, high-mobility truck went into
production in 1969 and over the years has been used by a
number of European and Asian armed forces. It has a 6cylinder Mercedes-Benz diesel engine that produces 100hp to
propel the vehicle through a 4-speed gearbox and 2-speed
transfer case.

Randy Emr coordinated the vehicle displays, coerced
knowledgeable people to act as judges, and kept various eras
of vehicles more or less together. However, because the
fairgrounds had so much space compared with previous
venues, the vehicles could be spread out over a large area,
which made for a much more interesting show. Also, because
of the larger space and wide driveways, it was possible to
give kids (and adults) rides around the show on a Mule, Jeep,
M37, and deuce. Even the Hawk mascot of the Sussex
Skyhawks CanAm baseball team hitched a ride on the Mule.
Having heard about the show, the North Jersey Antique
Engine & Machinery Club decided to open their museum
building next to the indoor vendor building. This was hugely
popular, particularly after they fired up a one cylinder 1920
farm utility engine that would run either forward or backward
depending upon which way the flywheel was turned. What
fun!
The competitive exhibit of model military vehicles didn’t
get as many entries as was hoped, but three vendors more
than made up for it with comprehensive collections of vintage
British, French, and Polish die cast vehicles for sale. Of
course, they had the modern Chinese crap too.
The storm of the century started late Saturday night,
continuing for the next three days, so the second day of the
show was pretty much a washout. Yes, some hardy souls
showed up, but for the most part vendors and others packed
up and bid each other adieu. Now that we have use of the
fairgrounds and we know that people will come, the Spring
MTA of NJ Newsletter
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MTA show is on the road to becoming a truly a world-class
event.
Note: For more pictures of the 2007 MTA Swap Meet go
to: http://www.mtaswapmeet.us

The US, T-28 SUPER HEAVY TANK
By Harold Ratzburg
As an old time Jeep Nut, I have never been
overly interested in armored vehicles. But on a visit to the
Patton Museum of Cavalry & Armor, there was a tank that
caught my attention.
It was the T-28 Super Heavy Tank that was originally
designed to go against the formidable Siegfried Line in
Europe. The first prototype was not completed until
December of 1945, a little too late to see combat in WW II. It
weighed in at 94 tons, over twice the weight of the US Army's
Sherman tank which ran around 35 to 40 tons. The biggest
German tank, the King Tiger II, weighed in at 69 tons.

It was powered by the same Ford GAF V-8 engine used
by the M26 Medium Tank, and this vehicle was so heavy that
the transmission;and final drive had to be geared down to a
top speed of 6.96 MPH. (Low range was 3.0 MPH and 2nd
gear was 6.06 MPH)
The double tracks were necessary to prevent the vehicle
from sinking into the mud on cross country treks and gave a
ground pressure of only 9.4 PSI. This is a heck of lot less
pressure than the heel imprint of a small 100-pound woman.
The tank, with the double tracks on each side was almost
15 feet wide, which was too wide to load on a railroad car or
to cross many bridges. So the design engineers thoughtfully
designed the tank so the outer track on each side could be
removed. If you look closely at the picture, you will see the
two small derricks that had to be used to effect the removal or
replacement of the tracks, which weighed in at 15 tons each.
In order to move the tracks with the tank after they were
removed, they were designed to be towed behind the tank via
a steel cable arrangement.
Imagine this scenario----the 4 crewmen are cruising down
a roadway on the way to the Siegfried Line at a blazing 7
MPH---and they see a narrow bridge coming up ahead. Their
reaction would have had to be, "Oh S--T, not another flipping
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bridge!" because it had to be a very time consuming and labor
intensive operation to make that switch-a-roo.
But if the crew got this moving pillbox up to the front
lines, they were pretty safe. The frontal armor is 12 inches
thick, with an additional 11.5 inches on the gun mantlet. The
side armor over the track alone is 4 inches thick with the
lightest armor being on the bottom, only one inch thick
Further Specifications for those who are interested in armor
are as follows:
Length----34' 8" with the 105 MM gun
24' 10" w/o the gun
Ground clearance ----19 1/2 inches
Ground contact----10,584 Sq Ins
Height----9' 5" with open hatch
Crew----4 men
Ammo----62 rounds of 105 MM
Only two of these;monsters were ever completed, with
this prototype, (Pilot Vehicle #1) being the only survivor.
So if you are ever in the neighborhood of Fort Knox, KY,
stop in and take a look at the 94-ton monster. It is just down
the road from the Fort Knox National Gold Depository.

The Parade Committee is asking all members to contact
your local and nearby towns and ask if parades or events are
taking place in these two time periods. Tell them about us,
and give them our website to read up on our club activities.
http://www.mtaofnj.org.The rates are: $275 for 3 vehicles
and $375 for 5 vehicles. If more than 5 are requested, we
can negotiate. The weather is usually better than spring time
and chances of rain-outs is much lower in comparison to the
fall. There are many events going on during these time
periods and we should and can be with them. Let’s do it!

Upcoming Events
Saturday, May 19th-Picatinny Arsenal Armed Forces DayLine up time-8:30AM…Parade Time 9:30AM.If you are
planning on attending with your MV call John Dwyer for
details at 908-399-2853.
From the Parade Committee
Important! Roll Call. When attending parades, someone
please take the Roll Call of who attended. Send the full
names to, schindops@optonline.net or bring to the
meeting if you don’t have email. The database will be
updated by this list alone. Let’s make sure everyone
receives the proper credit.
This is an approximate breakdown in % for the number of
parades the MTA members perform during the year. As you
can see, Memorial Day is the bulk of our parade schedule
while the number of parades diminish toward the remainder
of the year. While the 4th of July could expand a little, the
real growth areas are Labor Day and Veteran’s Day.

Memorial Day Picnic Planned
The Parade committee is planning to invite you to attend a
club picnic after the Memorial Day parades. Time and
Location: To be determined at the next May meeting.
(Perhaps Legion hall or firehouse in Fairfield) Cost: Free!
You attended a parade so reap the rewards. Vehicle not
running right? Grab a ride with someone. Too many riders?
Come anyway! Check the website, http://mtaofnj.org for
special announcement banner of meeting results for the
picnic. Looking forward in seeing all smiling faces and
vehicles. -Parade Committee
ATTENTION MEMBERS: Go to http://www,mtaofnj.org
for the Memorial Day Parade Schedule. Let’s get out and
support the MTA and the Parade Committee.
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Military Transport Association
Of North Jersey
P.O. Box 393
Budd Lake, NJ 07828

Military Transport Association of North Jersey
A Chapter of the Military Vehicle Preservation Association
The Military Transport Association of North Jersey is a nonprofit organization for people interested in collecting,
restoring, displaying, and operating historic military vehicles.
Members of the club participate in 15 to 20 parades every year
as well as educational events, militaria and truck shows,
rallies, trail rides and visits to veteran’s homes.
Members also participate in projects such as restoring a
jeep for the National Guard Museum, the National Night Out,
USMC Toys for Tots campaign, fund raising for the National
WWII and Korean War Memorials, Boy Scout projects, and
National Guard recruiting campaigns.
Meetings are held on the second Monday of every month at
the Whippany American Legion Hall, Legion Place, Whippany,
NJ. You can come between 7:00 and 7:30 p.m. to eat pizza,
sandwiches and enjoy other refreshments. Beer and wine is
available from the Legion Hall. The meeting starts at 8:00 p.m.
and is normally over by 9:00 p.m.
Join the MTA now and receive:
•
12 issues of the Motor Pool Messenger newsletter.
•
FREE classified sales and want ads in the newsletter.
•
Notices of parades and events in which you can
participate.
•
FREE annual picnic and FREE annual pizza party.
•
FREE MTA embroidered patch (when you attend an
event).
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To join the Military Transport Association, send this form (or
the same information on a blank sheet of paper) with $20.00
annual membership dues ($25.00 for Family Membership) to
the address below. Dues are for the calendar year.
Name_______________________________________________
Address____________________________________________
City, State, Zip_______________________________________
Telephone (________)________________________________
Email_______________________________________________
Military vehicle(s) owned_____________________________
Mail completed application with $20.00 annual dues to:

Military Transport Ass’n of North Jersey
P.O. Box 393
Budd Lake, NJ 07828
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